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Managing a sensitive project

By Pascal ETCHEBER

HERBEMONT CtSAR & ASSOCItS

"A sensitive project needs to be managed differently from a normal project". This statement
might seem simple enough. However, I feel that it is not a simple task to prove it in twenty
minutes. What I hope to achieve is to meaningfully share with you some of the experiences we
have had dealing with sensitive projects. I will start describing what a sensitive project is,
though I know that, of all people, you should know. I will then describe the common mistakes
that are made in the hope that you may recognise some personal experiences. I will then
describe our strategy, how we foster third party support and the main tools we use.

First, I should say a few words about who we are. Herbernont C6sar & Associ6s is a French
management consultancy firm founded in 1985 which specialises in the management of
sensitive projects. We work in many areas-not just the nuclear industry- and our ambition is to
develop abroad (we already work in the U.K., Sweden, Spain, Italy, Germany). We do not
mind sharing our knowledge ("la strat6gie du projet lat6ral" published in France in 1996 was
#1 business book with Dunot and we are hoping that our publisher Macmillan will have a
similar success with the English version). The expertise, we feel, is not in the knowledge but
in the implementation.

What makes a project sensitive? The interactions of opponents, passives and hesitants account
for the relational difficulties typical of sensitive projects. Quite often, a sensitive project
combines relational difficulties with technical complexities. No wonder the manager
experienced in dealing with straightforward projects finds a sensitive project confusing: the
manager responds to tension by communicating and the more the manager communicates, the
more tension rises. A sensitive project plunges one into an irrational environment.

Immersed into the irrational environment of a sensitive project, one rarely detaches oneself
from the situation. As a consequence a series of mistakes normally emerges:
We shall describe four types of mistakes: behavioural faults, a wrong vision of
sociodynamics, useless communication to all and unsoundfoundations.

Six behavioural faults are very common. Firstly, the Magpie syndrome, whose name is
derived from this peculiar bird which vainly pursues shiny objects instead of feeding its
chicks. Last year, at PIME, in Brugges I saw an abundance of the magpie syndrome. A lot of
energy was spent on the issue of the "shiny" greenpeace. Any time spent on opponents is time
lost for allies. The avoider refuses to tackle the issues. He or she will not go into a meeting if
there is the least sign of a conflict. However, problems remain even if one chooses to ignore
them. On the other hand, the person affected by the Stereotype syndrome is not afraid of
staring at problems. In fact, such a person looks at the world in a very convenient way. He or
she will say and believe that, for example, the conservative are bound to be in favour of the
project, that teachers are lefties and consequently against it. Of course, reality is more subtle.
Every time I have heard a definite statement on someone whose views were too conveniently
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categorised, the statement has been proved wrong shortly after. The frenetic does not waste
time intellectualising, he or she acts. Yet, he or she acts wildly. Like a runner in a mine field,
the frantic does not progress by his or her action but gets hurt. The damaged frantic becomes a
paralytic who stands still and refuses to move by fear of causing another mine to explode.
When no constructive way forward is available, the "Fall Guy" syndrome appears. Someone
from the rganisation, usually that very person who led the project and commanded respect is
blamed as responsible for the fiasco.

The second type of mistakes is a wrong vision of sociodynamics. First, I shall explain what
sociodynamics is. Sociodynamics is a too] which enables one to measure the energy
individuals spend on a project. This tool shows that someone can at the same time be for and
against a project. A common mistake is to believe that only those who agree are allies,
whereas those who both seem to agree and disagree are perceived as fakes. Such a vision of
sociodynamics has a major defect: not only is it false, it portrays a world filled with enemies.
The correct vision of sociodynamics is very different. There are many allies but there are
different types of allies who need to be treated differently. Those who always agree are
"militants" who have their use and their limitations: they can become liabilities.
Sociodynamics allows one to grasp the relational play of the actors.
Hence, the third common mistake becomes rather evident: it is useless to try to communicate
the same message to all. Forty to eighty percent of the actors are passive, they do not want to
be disturbed! Traditional marketing approaches fail to capture the variances In energy levels
individuals have.
The last common mistake is that of having unsoundfoundations. Some architectures fit a
sensitive project and some do not. Typically, the owner of a project takes on too many roles.
Not content with carrying the project, the latter communicates, responds to opponents,
interacts with politicians. Hence, allies have nothing left to do and a feeling of injustice
prevails.

The right architecture for a sensitive project is one which is based on team play. Our strategy
consists of implementing a game in which third parties have a leading role. Only they can
have credibility, provide constructive criticisms, and adapt the project in ways that fit the
realities of the ground. A sensitive project does not die from an overdose of opponents, but
from a lack of allies.

Five tools allow us to foster third party support: contact programme, developing an offer,
managing events, lateral projects and sensitive project management.
A contact programme is based on a simple truth: one needs to find allies where they are. The
meetings are one to one. Group meetings seem cheaper, but their feedback is poor; they focus
on the presentation mode, when synchronisation, active listening, immediate feedback and
individual actions are in fact required.
Allies cannot be mobilised on a project whose offer is unattractive However, too often a
project's offer is overbearing in terms of usefulness and very poor in terms of values and
desires. Experience has shown us that money can be counterproductive. The financial
incentives that seemed a good idea in a board meeting become a liability once local people
equate the funds with the buying of souls. On the other hand, a project that brings young male
scientists can be very appealing to mothers wanting to marry their daughters.
Once allies have been found and once a project's offer has been developed to attract allies, co-
ordinating them becomes a necessity. This is when Event Management enters the scene. It
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uses existing events to promote the project and to ensure the coherence of the allies' actions. It
also allows one to be proactive rather than reactive concerning potentially damaging events.
Lateral projects complete the puzzle as it were by rendering a project which was initially
unacceptable sufficiently attractive to gather third party momentum behind it. By allowing
allies to better the project, one moves away from mere communication. When a purely
scientific project becomes linked to a tourist activity, the initial project has in effect been
changed. With third party support, there is no need to communicate around the project. The
project does its own communication.

What remains is to be aware of the planning required to make a sensitive project succeed.
When in a normal project group meetings necessitate no particular caution, in a sensitive
project a group meeting should not be organised before the participants are met one to one.
What would seem superfluous elsewhere makes here the difference between success and
failure.

Ultimately, success is ensured by having a sufficient quantity of allies. A sensitive project
does not die because it has too many opponents, but because it has too few allies. Finding and
helping allies to act is the thrust of our activity. It enables sensitive projects which deserve to
succeed to do so, where traditional management fails miserably.
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